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SUMMARY 
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Draft 



In the Summer of 2018, the City of Gering kicked off its Master Plan and Land                

Development Code Update initiative. Through an inclusive community               

engagement process, this integrated process aims to confirm and update the   

vision for Gering’s future.  

As part of the Values Workshop, a survey was posted online to gather input on 

perceptions about growth, development, and specific issues related to the Master 

Plan and Land Development Code. 420 people participated in the survey, which 

provided an opportunity to give feedback on a number of questions. Roughly 80% 

of the people who participated identified as residents of Gering, and another 15% 

live in Scottsbluff or Scotts Bluff County.  

The recap that follows lists the questions and responses individually with the    

verbatim comments from participants. The survey helped the consulting team 

identify key themes that emerged from the responses, and gain a better             

understanding of issues impacted by the current code.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

420 
survey  
participants 

What we heard 

Key Theme Categories From the Survey 

Economic Health 
• Loss of businesses 

• Workforce 

• Higher wages 

• Regional market position 

 

Environment  
• Environmental protection—       

includes natural areas, trees, 
streams 

• Parks & Open Space 

• Landscaping 

 

Affordability 
• Lower property taxes 

• Housing costs and diversity 

• Lower utility rates 

 

Transportation 
• ADA and accessibility 

• Better crosswalks 

• Road maintenance 

• Pedestrian & bicycle amenities 

• Traffic management 

• Public transportation 

• Bike Lanes 

• Street widths/ road diets 

 
Community Amenities 

• Beautification of Downtown 

• Wider sidewalks and outdoor 
seating 

• Library 

• Restaurant 

• Recreation facilities 

• Facility maintenance 

 



 

COMMUNITY SURVEY SUMMARY 

Q1. Where do you live? 

Answer Choices Responses 

City of Gering 81.43% 342 

City of Scottsbluff 8.57% 36 

Another community in Scotts Bluff County 3.81% 16 

Unincorporated Scotts Bluff County 2.62% 11 

Other (please specify) 3.57% 15 

      

 Answered 420 

 Skipped 0 

Q2. Where do you work? 

Answer Choices Responses 

City of Gering 33.81% 142 

City of Scottsbluff 33.57% 141 

Other area in Scotts Bluff County 2.62% 11 

Out of the County 3.33% 14 

Do not work 26.67% 112 

      

 Answered 420 

 Skipped 0 



 

COMMUNITY SURVEY SUMMARY 

Q3.  What is the primary reason you choose to live or conduct       
  business in the City of Gering? 

 



 

COMMUNITY SURVEY SUMMARY 

Q4. The City of Gering’s population has grown by about 10% 
 over the past decade. Based on this information, would you 
 like to see the community:  



 

COMMUNITY SURVEY SUMMARY 

Q5. Would you encourage or discourage the following              
 developments in the City of Gering?  



 

COMMUNITY SURVEY SUMMARY 

Q6. If you had a limited budget for community improvements, 
 how would you allocate those dollars? Rank your top 3    
 priorities 1-3, with 1 being the most important.   



 

COMMUNITY SURVEY SUMMARY 

Q7. When reviewing new development proposals, how            
 important is it for the City of Gering to promote the           
 following items.   



 

COMMUNITY SURVEY SUMMARY 

Q8. How much of a concern are the following issues in the City 
 of Gering.  



 

COMMUNITY SURVEY SUMMARY 

Q9. What are the City of Gering’s major assets? Identify the 
 three most important assets and rank them 1—3, with 1  
 being the most important.  



 

COMMUNITY SURVEY SUMMARY 

Q10. What are the most important challenges facing the City of 
   Gering in the future? Identify the three most important            
   challenges and rank them 1—3, with 1 being the most    
   important.   



 

COMMUNITY SURVEY SUMMARY 

Q11. In the future the City of Gering should focus on         
   strengthening the presence of (pick one).   



 

COMMUNITY SURVEY SUMMARY 

Q12. The City of Gering should do whatever it can to encourage 
   growth.  



 

COMMUNITY SURVEY SUMMARY 

Q13. Developing land inside of the current City limits is more 
   important than physical expansion of the City.   



 

COMMUNITY SURVEY SUMMARY 

Q14. Providing more jobs through industrial development in the 
   City of Gering should take a priority over additional      
   commercial retail growth.   



 

COMMUNITY SURVEY SUMMARY 

Q15. Commercial growth should be dispersed throughout the 
   community.   



 

COMMUNITY SURVEY SUMMARY 

Q16. The citizens of the City of Gering have a clear vision of the 
   type of community the City should be in the future.   



 

COMMUNITY SURVEY SUMMARY 

Q17. I like the City of Gering just the way it is and want it to stay 
   this way in the future.   



 

COMMUNITY SURVEY SUMMARY 

Q18. We need more retail and entertainment choices in the City 
   of Gering.  



 

COMMUNITY SURVEY SUMMARY 

Q19. Maintaining the services and facilities we have is more   
   important than expanding them.    



 

COMMUNITY SURVEY SUMMARY 

Q20. What is your level of agreement with the following       
   statements, 1 being strongly agree and 5 being strongly 
   disagree.   



 

COMMUNITY SURVEY SUMMARY 

Q21. Additional comments: was there an issue or item we    
   missed that you believe is important to consider as part of 
   the Comprehensive Plan update? 

 
• City of Gering as a community 

• No everything was put in there that we needed to know or update you on. 

• City council needs to listen to the residents more often, instead of running off of a 
scripted meeting. Actually hear our concerns, go into the meeting with an open 
mind, like they should be.  

• I'd hoped we'd have made more progress on the Civic Center Plaza by this point. I 
realize the Pioneer's field was a priority, but let's focus on the Plaza as our next    
priority.   

• Move the LANDFILL ASAP. 

• Don’t make stupid decisions and think about the growth of the town not what’s 
happening right now, unless urgent  

• enforcing the  requirements of  the plan according to the agreed to listing. City 
should have a enforcement plan and keep it updated. Is  the owner complying with 
plan? 

• Continually improve the golf course by taking out dead trees and better weed    
control along sidewalks along city walkways.  Promote more tourism of the area. 
Combine services with Scottsbluff to control expenses.   

• Continually Improve the Golf Course, remove abandoned buildings, encourage    
future development, develop quality residential area for single family and town-
house structures, encourage development of high paying jobs. Last of all cooperate 
with Scottsbluff, not fight it; make us one large community. 

• Areas that are supposed to be an area of pride or used in tourism should be      
maintained better.  One big example is Country Club Road leading to the             
monument.  It is used by locals and tourists (ex. Monument marathon) yet it is so 
poorly maintained and has been cut into and patched multiple times it is ridiculous 
to drive on.  Parks that used to be beautiful are being poorly maintained also (ex. 
Oregon Trail Park and Gentry Park).  Parks are full of Dog waste, mulch is old and 
has grass coming up through it, and facilities and structures are outdated or      
damaged.  Maintain what we have instead of ignoring the existing just so we can 
“expand.” 

• Instead of building housing in empty farm lots, the city should grow crops, sell 
them, then from that profit they should build more houses and make                     
improvements in local schools and stores, instead of charging more taxes. 

• Dress up downtown.  It doesn't cost much to get some pots that match and put real 
flowers in them for the summer months.  



 

COMMUNITY SURVEY SUMMARY 

• As I think about community development, the first thing that comes to mind is our 
downtown. We have the potential for a vibrant downtown. I think one thing that 
stands in the way is the width of Main Street - it is highway width. This does not 
promote foot traffic. I know it would be met with initial opposition, but what about 
including some angled parking in the center of the street. This would narrow the 
driving area, and would reduce the speed limit, but it would also provide a quaint 
and cozy atmosphere which is needed if you want people to stroll, shop, and linger. 
I also think we need to capitalize on our historical roots. The Legacy of the Plains 
does this, and it is a huge boost on tourism. Yes, it provides things to do in the area, 
but it also helps other communities see that we've got something to offer. As far as 
industry, I don't think we need more industrial facilities. I want to see us focus on 
education... but if we do that, there have to be jobs for people to get using their 
education. What about medical research? Or green jobs that focus on new        
technologies that are cleaner? We have so many natural resources here that would 
lend themselves to these kinds of occupations.  

• We would like to see Gering improvement based on the economy not on what you 
compare to Colorado.  Many cannot afford more taxes and quite frankly looking 
around too many residents do not care, just look at the decline of residences, the 
junk, etc.  many people will not improve because they do not want property taxes 
raised.  Tourists see this!  Legion park especially has little flower bed yet it is not 
kept up at all, this is one of the first thing travelers to Gering hotels see.   

• Start working to become a twin city community, not just Gering or Scottsbluff.  

• Need to be more business friendly and accept new development.  At the same time 
doing our best not to lose the small town atmosphere. 

• To promote tourism do not put unsightly zoning near Scotts Bluff National         
Monument (1970's put dump near it), create a green buffer zone between city and 
park to further tourism.  Have Oregon Trail Days end of June and not in July when 
temperatures are at their peak. 

• Wheel chair/walker/Stroller accessibility.   

• We should get an indoor sports complex with tennis courts, soccer courts, and a 
track. 

• The city needs more sidewalks along Five rocks road for our youth and adults.  
From the Preserve where they just stopped,  all the way south to the theater, ball 
park area.  Also the city should be enforcing laws like leash law on dogs, home   
owners maintaining their landscaping from over growing into sidewalks and         
alleyways, as well as streets.  Trailers and non running vehicles that are parked long 
term on streets.  

• A plan to reduce property taxes and sales tax and how those monies are                
distributed. More financial accountability. 

• The city forced an expensive ball field on the community with no regard for the 
noise and traffic it causes.  You can no longer enjoy the evening outside if a ball 
game is going on. The speakers and music are much too loud. 
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• I think narrowing 10th Street to 3 lanes (2 lanes with center turn) like Scottsbluff 
with bump outs would make it more pedestrian friendly and a more "downtown" 
feel.  It would slow down traffic and improve safety for pedestrians/bikes/etc.  It 
would also allow for wider sidewalks with more room for outdoor seating at      
business, coffee shops and the like without affecting annual festivities such as     
Oregon Trail Days. 

• I am for growth but the taxes are too high and we run businesses off.  No reason to 
stay here for adults or kids graduating. It is becoming a retirement community.   

• TENNIS COURTS !!!!!!! 

• Motorhomes, old cars, trailers, and other junk parked along the streets clutter the 
roads and make our town look trashy. It also becomes a safety issue.  I would like to 
see the roads cleaned up by asking residents to park those items elsewhere.  

• Question #4, Should have had an option of increase growth by much more. 

• New Bike trails 

• Gering needs better schooling systems, like Scottsbluff is a good example 

• we need better crosswalks 

• I feel that we do not need a new Library but if you have made of your mind that we 
need one then it should be build on the land that you already bought.  That would 
be Lane property across the street from the current one. 

• Need more programs and better parks for younger child and teenagers to keep in-
volved in, even indoor recreation area for them. Need more lights at parks and 
roads and alley ways to prevent crimes.  

• More focus on things to do for our teenage population. There is virtually nothing in 
place for them besides school, sports and church. 

• Advance an initiative to keep campers, boats, junk cars and other equipment off 
the city streets just like surrounding counties have already enforced. 

• Gering Public Schools 

• More things in Gering for all age kids to do 

• Honesty and be forthcoming in all plans. 

• Please consider updating the high school softball fields.   

• We need more academic and athletic opportunities for our youth. Scottsbluff offer 
so much more where we have considered moving for what’s best for our children  

• more family homes than town housed  and more college dorms or apartments. 

• Beautification of Tenth Street. 

• Heavy traffic volume on Five Rocks Road 

• yes you completely disregarded the fact that the junior high is falling apart are 
books are trash and are athletic wait room is two thousand years old. Okay I'm 
calming down but seriously no one wants to live in Gering anymore make it better 
for everyone. 



 

COMMUNITY SURVEY SUMMARY 

• There should be more areas for outdoor entertainment and existing area's should  
be redone (tennis courts). 

• This is a very poorly developed survey!  Limited options, appears to be biased      
toward getting pre-selected results. And where is the statement of confidentiality? 
The end users should not put much faith in these results. Could not be accessed via 
smart-phone! Younger (in 20s and 30s) users will not be able to complete. I do this 
for a living--you could have done better.  

•  we need to add more entertainment for the youth  

• We should have more influence on recycling. 

• Community Compost? Reducing the use of plastic and non-biodegradable products. 

• To make schools bigger in the inside so the gyms and classrooms can be bigger. 

• I believe we have to encourage more upscale restaurants. we need the residents of 
Scottsbluff to have reasons to come to Gering other than the Court House. 

• It appears we are not flexible when it comes to bringing businesses in...most folks 
are only aware of the concrete company, the restaurant, and the car detail        
business...what else have we lost because we are not open-minded? 

• If you have more choices than 5, you should have it rated 1-10 (or how ever many 
choices there are), not just 1-5 each time. This survey was a little confusing to fol-
low, you need to work on making it more user friendly, while also making it so that 
those who don't have a higher education can understand it better (don't use big 
words or reword questions so that you have the same question twice). 

• It floods by my home in the meadows every single year and nothing has been done 
to correct it. 

• Nothing mentioned about the aesthetics of downtown  

• There needs to be a sense of pride for our community. If you look around roads, 
buildings, houses, etc. are outdated and unkept. When I visit other booming towns 
in neighboring states I don’t get that feeling. This takes everyone in the community 
to step up and take pride in what we have. I think that can be started by the city 
and it’s employees. Then possibly enforcing some codes. Seems like most        
neighborhoods have at least one house with vehicles that haven’t moved in years 
and weeds several feet high in the yard. If I was looking to move here I am not sure 
I would select Gering at this point.  

• Forty years ago when I first moved to Gering I found a small community that was 
very proud of who they were.  Gering was Gering and did what it needed to do for 
the people of Gering.  The last thing Gering wanted to be or felt they were was a 
bedroom community to Scottsbluff. It was a community full of pride.  The parks, 
sidewalks, streets were pristine and weed free.  Now when one travels through the 
streets of Gering we have weeds everywhere, lawns have vehicles parked on them, 
and buildings/homes were kept up.  We no longer have that.  I believe our outdoor 
pool is an asset!!! 

•  I would like to see the city of Gering require businesses to keep the area clean by 
the establishment.  The cardboard by the building east of town looks horrible. It 
looks trashy and this is one of the first things you see while driving into Gering. I 
would also like the city of Gering to make landowners keep their grass and weeds 
mowed.  I see several vacant lots around town by residences that are overflowing 
with weeds and right next to it is a well maintained home and yard. 



 

COMMUNITY SURVEY SUMMARY 

• Property tax reduction 

• Gering needs the railroad crossings to be quiet zones this alone would make people 
more willing to live in the city. 

• I believe that you need to place more emphasis on the education system and      
supporting facilities and areas that are existing rather than expanding commercial 
and industrial opportunities.  Business should not be discouraged with archaic   
zoning regulations.  This survey should only be open to the citizens of Gering. 

• Property taxes in Getting are through the roof and need to be addressed 

• This town needs an update 

• Need to get more big names in to 5 Rocks. Not just music, but comedians, like Bill 
Engval, that was a good choice last year.  

• ANY EXPANSION OF SERVICES NEEDS TO PAY FOR ITSELF.  IF NOT EXPANSION 
SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED. 

• Continue to entertain opportunities like the Western Nebraska Pioneers and        
Stadium.  That was a great thing and will be good again next year.  Don't let the 
voice of one grumpy nearby resident spoil the games.     

• There was no mention of the long term plan for the existing landfill - does that or 
should that be part of the discussion. 

• Sites like the old Packing plants and other building like that should be tore down to 
make way for new commercial and industrial growth or even residential or town 
house complexes  

• Continue to work with surrounding communities.  There has been progress in the 
last 10 - 15 years.  It's important for rural communities to work together. 

• new library 

• Lower Property Taxes  

• The city needs to stop buying property at inflated prices. One of the current events 
is the library. I think we could use a new one, but I would put it in Legion or      
Gardner park. 

• Vacant buildings. Trashy houses - eye sored - pigs live there. Motor homes should 
not be parked on City streets.  

• Affordable housing also means maintaining affordable utility rates for citizens. If 
residents can’t afford to live in Gering - new development won’t matter. Work on 
being a co-partners with Scb.  When either community has a success (economic  
development, housing, retail business, etc.) both communities benefit. Remove the 
competitive mentality, put local politics & egos aside to do what’s best for your   
citizens.  Don’t make promises you can’t afford to keep. Economic development 
seems to be the term used to solve a small towns financial problems.  Growth & 
development can be good, but it’s got to be the right type of development for this 
community & the area.    



 

COMMUNITY SURVEY SUMMARY 

• Any Development that would force existing businesses (20 Years or more in       
business) to move is wrong. We are not a metropolitan area, we are agricultural 
area. We currently have to many big city ideas on a small town budge. 

• Need more family attractions that are not costly so all families can enjoy. Examples 
include: trampoline park, bike park, skateboard/scooter park, mini golf course bring 
in things that attracts kids and keeps them out of trouble gives them something to 
do in all weather conditions. But affordable for all to attend. We need to focus on 
family attractions/ kids fun cause the city of Gering doesn't have things for the 
youth.  

• For 30years the downtown has been no downtown. Provide grants to businesses to 
maintain historical aspects of buildings; encourage and support art spaces 
(economical development) get non retail off Main Street - lawyers insurance etc. - 
or provide $incentive to retail types. Rather than abandon or ignore lack of a   
downtown support having one and make it unique - like art, food, specialty market    
businesses. For 75 years the merchants complain about parades and tourism       
related activities that only support booze and food. Get proactive for downtown 
businesses again by making it unique. That might be too much work for today's 
minds. There was a time when community people led the growth. The era of the 
civic center, the RV park, the amphitheater - all the same two innovative people. 
Think like they did and you might have growth again. Gering should be a place 
where the main things to do are not the high school football game, the local bars or 
church. Dinner downtown with walkable shopping opportunities art galleries little 
boutiques. You are going to have to offer incentives to make the change happen. 
Like buying businesses to get certain types off Main Street. Don't go the put an   
island in the middle or change the parking angles or no angles - that's an old       
economic development disguise to justify change. It has and will kill Gering even 
more because people get tired of the Costly BS and just go across the river. Yep, 
your albatross is that you don't have a captive audience. I have friends who         
absolutely refused to bring a once Gering business back to Gering. They all moved 
to Scottsbluff saying it's the kiss of business death to be in Gering. Think it out and 
make it unique. Redo don't destroy. Create don't compete.  

• More on public transportation. 

• Concern about a new library not being mentioned in facilities section. Baseball    
diamonds are not but are not equalizers 

• Why does the city council run off prospective businesses?  What happened to the 
BBQ place that was suppose to come to Gering?  City council needs to quit being so 
pious. 

• Some of your questions made me uncomfortable because I felt my answers could 
be used against what I was trying to convey.  Therefore I did not answer them.  I 
don't totally trust our city leaders and feel things could be twisted to something I 
disagree with.  There is a definite lack of transparency from our leaders to our     
residents in this community. 

• City staff should be more amenable to answering the public's questions, available 
to the public in public activities, etc. They seem to shut their doors or not answer 
calls. You rarely see them quoted in media stories on topics of interest to our      
residents. It's like everyone is afraid to answer questions publicly (even the mayor). 
Why is that? 
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• The roads in this town are some of the worst I travel on. 

• In all that is done going forward, need to look at it from a common sense             
perspective, ideals are great, however, if cost prohibitive, need to look towards 
some compromise.  

• We have wind, sun, water. If used and developed wisely, we can sustain ourselves 
in the future, and mitigate problems from climate change and cyber attacks. 

• LISTEN to your citizens and involve them.  If I wanted to live in Scottsbluff I would 
move over there.  If you like the way other areas are, move there and stop trying so 
hard to change the things that people who live in and grew up in Gering like about 
it to suit you. 

• The last time we did this comprehensive plan, the plan did not include a new ball 
park or a "downtown plaza" but yet we have them. So this is an exercise in futility 
as the council will spend money which ever way the wind blows from one year to 
the next. I have little faith in their ability to make solid decisions. They chased off 
any businesses that were planning on locating in Gering, Ready Mix plant,            
restaurant, auto repair. Gering is "CLOSED FOR BUSINESS" albeit I only say that due 
to their formal council actions. 

• I felt like there is too much focus on tourism in Gering. Focus on advertising the 
quality of life, affordable housing and natural beauty for recreation to get new    
industry and young people to come in. 

• Keeping up the industrial industries in the sense of their visual aesthetics, so it 
doesn't bring down the value of he Town along with the smell and noise that is    
created by these industries. School systems NEED to be updated and enhanced. 
The part of the schools that need fixed are the curriculum and athletics program.  

• I fully support a new location and building for the Gering public library that can   
accommodate programs for young children more easily with less stairs and          
adequate safe parking. Natural light in the children’s story time area would be     
fantastic. It could also use better storage and a cleaner environment. I am allergic 
to dust and mold and the basement of the library usually ends up aggregating these 
allergies and I go home with a headache. I believe it would be overall cheaper and 
more beneficial to build a library with the amenities that would create a better   
environment for patrons and employees than to renovate the existing building as 
the infrastructure itself won’t allow for certain improvements. 

• You need to lower property taxes. No one will want to come to Gering with the 
property taxes as high as they are. 

• Let some big company's come into our town help us to grow. It's time that this 
town gets out of the crap rut it is in. Sometimes you got to get the old out and 
make room for the new to help build a better town. This city needs people to step 
up and build this town instead of people just collect a check in their pocket and not 
do the work cause parts of this town sure show exactly that.  

• Current library is not meeting the needs of the community.  Lacks parking and 
green space, and building is not easily accessible to everyone.  Split level makes it 
difficult for programming. 

• Stop using public funds to purchase undeveloped lands.  Let the private sector    
purchase and develop the land. 
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• Agriculture is Gering's biggest asset, yet was not mentioned in the "Asset"        
questions. 

• Bigger fully accessible public library.  (It really is a good idea worth mentioning 
more than once) It will benefit everyone of all generations here.  

• Never get rid of our amazing parks!  

• The city definitely needs a new library. Our library is small and very outdated. A 
well functioning library is a centerpiece to all strong communities and provides    
services to all people despite economic status or age.  A 21st century library is so 
much more than what we have now. It will add value to our community.  

• No.  I think you have covered everything of importance to me.  In some instances I 
did not respond to a question.  That is because I did not have strong feelings in   
favor of or against the stated issue. 

• Consider the location of non-taxing entities / businesses and their direct proximity 
to the downtown.   Include a question for the public as to whether they should be a 
main-street entity. As we continue to work on our downtown redevelopment - 
there are more entities that don't serve a general public from a retail standpoint 
therefore boding the question, what do you want your downtown to look like?   

• I feel the community does not necessarily believe in the seriousness of the           
requirement of modernization. Gering is slowly but surely getting there; however, 
we need the community on the same page. People fear change. People fear losing 
this community's agricultural roots and small town feel. Agriculture steadily         
declines and we do nothing to support a future of change, technology and what-ifs. 
If what we subside on fails to fuel our economy in the future, where will our town 
turn? We must create and encourage the very opportunities our youth and         
professionals are leaving us to pursue. We can use success of growth to reward 
those who seek preservation of "the old" by doing so, but this does not require the 
entirety of the city's ability to make commitments. There has to be a 'give'           
otherwise the only 'take' will be better local opportunities. Gering itself can better 
provide its community by catching up with the rest of the world. We call ourselves 
a city; however, there are thousands of towns greater than ours. We should strive 
to call ourselves a city as something we've earned, not as a technicality. Look at the 
big retailers that have bled Scottsbluff. Do we want to follow that model? Why 
don't we embrace the Heartland Expressway and pursue a future as a major hub 
that encourages folks to stop, found business and provide professional services to 
every industry passing through. Become self-sufficient in creating a system that  
fostering the businesses we desire itself. Don't wait for a Holiday Inn to buy land, 
create the local investment pool that seeks franchising. Don't wait for an executive 
from an out-of-region corporation to decide we're a good idea, develop                
opportunities that allow the professionals that chose Gering to be home to run it. 
With this approach, we can modernize and develop greater city opportunities with 
a team of leaders that respects the vision of yesterday and cares about the vision of 
tomorrow. 

• define and encourage traffic patterns that fit the existing streets and roads. 

• Feel the survey should address a major need in Gering, such as a new library.  

• PLEASE don't destroy Gering like you did Scottsbluff! 
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• I am not sure why library expansion was not listed in this survey and hope it is in 
Gering's Comprehensive Plan since it has been in the news and in the works for  
several years.   

• Management of traffic through 10th Street and Railway.  10th Street is not           
pedestrian friendly: in fact, it is dangerous to crossing pedestrians. 

• Why was the library not mentioned?  Building new stadiums and the like are cool, 
but libraries are a free community resource.  Not even mentioned by name.  Like no 
one is listening to the voting constituents who want a new and improved library. 

• Growth has to coincide with available monies.  Property tax and utilities are TOO 
high.  Lack of addressing the infra structure issues in the past 40 years has taken its' 
toll. 

• Library project is a waste of money.  

• Merging government services with the City of Scottsbluff. 

• Question four makes no sense. I firmly believe if we don't want to pay high        
property taxes we need sales tax, and the only way to get sales tax is to encourage 
retail businesses. For various reasons, the city has discouraged several retail       
businesses from moving to our community. I believe this was really unwise. 

• Leave Legion park alone. 

• Include in the plan's vision an updated, new, community center/library. 

• Yes property taxes are to high in Gering verses surroundings areas...!!! 

• Library - be open minded about the need and possibility to build/expand our City 
Library to become an integral part of the overall quality of life and tourism/history 
(for all ages and interests) 

• Do not follow Scottsbluff in wasting money on some pretty comprehensive plan 
that says nothing and doesn't address what the citizens really want. I hope us 
getting their old planner doesn't mean we will go down the same wasteful path! 

• Property tax relief, Major employers, Lowering utility rates,  

• Not wasting money on a park when you have one a block away 

• The city of Gering taxes and utilities have become astronomical. We are being 
taxed on so much and the utilities are unaffordable. I'm concerned that doing more 
than maintaining will make it unaffordable to live in Gering. 

• DO NOT spend any of our limited funds toward a new library!  If it's so important to 
a few people let them find a way to fund it. 

• In the past the city of Gering has refused to diversify in its business types. Allowing 
a tattoo shop will bring new/younger people into the city.  

• The City of Gering just needs to be open to change. This city is dying and I really 
want to see this area flourish and be a place where people want to come.  

• Please create standards for aesthetics in all building of commercial and even       
industrial buildings.  So many buildings are so UGLY.  Banish steel buildings inside 
city limits with a grandfather clause for existing structures. 

• Cooperate with the City of Scottsbluff when it comes to economic development.  
Do not  discourage potential businesses because Gering did not pursue them first. 


